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Super Intuitionistic Logics Tabula-Rasa 

(On Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity Implications) 

As a mathematician myself, some questions always eluded my comprehension of mathematics and 

logics theorization. For example: What would be the form of a pure mathematical object? And, 

how can Aristotle principle of non-contradiction could be so useful, yet so limiting? In this article, 

I summarize all my researches in seven postulates about current mathematical logics and within 

physics own logics for the future of mathematical ideas. I have been trying to find the essence of 

mathematics as somewhere between numbers and concepts. But, never was the true essence of 

mathematics only beside numbers nor only inside concepts. I understand the conflicts between 

sciences as a long lasting duel between Aristotle’s and Plato’s Logics. Hence, if we shall consider 

Aristotelians as the leaders of all sciences, this short theorization of logics should perhaps redefine 

and rebalance Platonism with its rival. For scientific thought shall progress by antinomies alone. 

Thinking non-contradiction by its falsifiability, we think such things as operative contradictions  

Law of The Included Middle applied to dualistic matter’s set of wave-particle.  

A. L.TIM. Matter exist as points being collapsed wave functions and wave 

functions being extensions of such points own fields in Matter. 

 

I. First Postulate: Duality unified by the Law of The Included Middle. 

1. 𝑴𝒀 ∶ (𝒎 ∧ ¬𝒎)∃ 

2. ((𝐘 ∨ 𝐌) ∈ 𝐦) ∧ ((𝐘 ∨ 𝐌) ∈ ¬𝐦)|(𝐘 ∧ 𝐌) ∃ (𝐘 ∨ 𝐌)| 𝐘𝐌 ∈ ]𝐦 ∧ ¬𝐦[ 

3. 𝒀𝑴 ∶ (𝒎𝒏 ↔ ¬𝒎𝒏)∃! 

4. 𝑴𝒀 ≅ 𝒀𝑴 

 

II. Second Postulate: Quantum Mechanics can be Stated with L.TIM. 

Iff,              𝑴𝒀 ≅ 𝒀𝑴     𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏, 𝑴𝟎 ∶ (𝒎 ∧ ¬𝒎)(𝜶∧𝜷)∃  

And, ((𝟎 ∨ 𝑴) ∈ 𝒎𝜟) ∧ ((𝟎 ∨ 𝑴) ∈ ¬𝒎𝜟)|𝟎𝑴 ∃ (𝟎 ∨ 𝑴)| 𝟎𝑴 ∈ ]𝒎 ∧ ¬𝒎[𝜶∧𝜷 

𝑨𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇𝒇, ( ]𝟎𝑴[ ∌ 𝟎𝑴) ∈ 𝑴𝟎| (𝟎𝑴 ∃((𝜶 ∨ 𝜷) ∈  𝜟)  ∋ 𝜟𝑴𝟎  

Therefore,  𝟎𝑴 ∶ (𝒎𝜶∨(𝜷∧𝜶)∨𝜷 ↔ ¬𝒎(𝜶∨𝜷)∧(𝜶∨𝜷))𝜟∃!|     𝑻𝒉𝒖𝒔, 𝜟𝑴𝟎 ≅ (𝟎𝑴)𝒏 

 

Our first postulate verified our second postulate, but our second postulate implied 

that our first postulate was incomplete. For if quantification in higher order logics 

is not suitable for quantum physics, then quantum physics could quantify higher 

order logics by several means. First, spins could be suitable for higher order logics 

quantification of quantum physics. Second, L.TIM is fundamental to bypass duality 

of quantum mechanics in Super Intuitionistic Logics. Third, principally, all material 

dualities are not strict dualities in themselves; thus to represent a dual outcome in 

Matter would be more inefficient than uniting matter’s duality over minds. 
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B. L.TIM2. Quantum Mechanics converging a redefined principle as the 

wave-particle duality could be equivalently restated, by monistic atoms 

alone non-duality for Matter, which duality’s itself becomes indiscernible 

discernibility of Super Intuitionistic Logics; iff all dualities  ⊥ 

 

This idea requires to discern material outcomes of wave-particle duality on 

humans logics implications in order that we become the other side of the duality 

instead of confining matter’s duality to environmental factors, for which we 

are absolute parts. (We postulated L.TIM to configure our first Principle of SI. 

Logics ⊤, hence, we shall not postulate principalities, but only synthesized.)  

Principle of Indiscernible Matter’s Discernibility over energies of substances. 

  

A. P.IMD. All matters in essence are distinguishable lights, by aggregates of 

substances energies and coaggregates, of energetics forces applied Matter. 

□ǁ𝑺]𝜶;𝜷[∞

𝟎 ǁ ∝ ⋃ ◊ ∑ [𝜶; 𝜷[{𝑺}⟨𝐭⟩

ℚ𝒑

(⊕𝒎⊗ℤ𝒏){∅}
∀

𝒇{𝒎𝒔}𝒊
 ≤  𝑴𝒄

ℝ  ≤ 𝑭{𝒎𝒔}𝒊

 

 

Therefore, this law is not itself a law, but a principle for subsequent SI. Logics ⊤. 

Because we cannot prove the following: Matter (M), is continuous by matters 

continuity {ms}, with non-material continuum (c), being physical in the void and 

everywhere; as all of Matter includes substances (S), made real to matters (m) by 

aggregates and or coaggregates substantiality and or possibilities contingency as    

( ]α;β[ ): Sets are always under actualization upon time scaled forces (□◊-ext.), by 

matters or matters by time scaled forces together limits (F&f) united by Light 

(∀)covering all void {∅} extensionalities for Matter itself (U…)  P.UMD ⊤  

B. Our third postulate is the Principle of Indiscernible Matter’s Discernibility 

and as such our Quantum Logics questionability requires the application of 

our principle to reject or concurred to its necessity within SI.L.T ⇔ L.TIM. 

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Up_tack
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tee_(symbol)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proportionality_(mathematics)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma_(letter)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turned_a
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tee_(symbol)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turned_a
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tee_(symbol)
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I. First Application of P.IMD for testing SI.L.T. with Quantum Mechanics 

Iff quantum teleportation is a proof of matters continuity. Then, P.IMD verify 

successfully quantum teleportation for ]α;β[ being two quantum sets in infinite 

extension with Matter as aggregates and coaggregates. Thus, iff every quantum 

teleportation is a proof of Matter’s continuity which become included into SI.L.T., 

as Quantum Mechanics differentiations over L.TIM discernibility’s. Then, iff L.TIM 

is made true in P.IMD  Humans never existed materially because they would 

be at multiple locations at the same time while being only localized once which 

should be questioned by the uncertainty principle being both true and wrong. 

Therefore, iff only iff P.IMD  (U…) externalities are including indiscernible 

localizations such as to make (xyz) valid for all finite quantum entanglements 

localizations accepted spins (ℚ𝒑); iff ℚ𝒑 represents also electrons and or fields 

of particles transferred origins inclusiveness within coaggregates extensively 

aggregates and duality’s transformations. Hence, P.IMD is valid for SI.L.T.; 

extensive L.TIM for (P.IMD necessitates extensively SI.L.T.). 

All of matters are substances but of nothing, and all substances are material forms. 

No form is a material void, such as all of matters differentiated in realities of forms. 

Thus, statements formalized; we make our 4th and 5th postulates:  

A. Matter Formalized Ex-Inter Formis Materialized Distinctiveness: 𝑬(𝑴𝑭)𝟐D. 

1. ]  ]𝜶; 𝜷[ǁ𝑺ǁ⟨𝐭⟩

ℚ𝒑
∋ {𝒎𝒔}𝒎

𝒇
[𝑭

𝑾 ├ □۞𝑴

𝒇
 

2. ] ( ǁ𝑺]𝜶;𝜷[∞

𝟎 ǁ ∋ {{ℚ𝒑}{∅}
∀ ;۞{𝒎𝒔}

𝑾
}]𝜶;𝜷[𝟎

)∃ [𝑭
𝒇

┤ □(¬𝑴 ∧ 𝑴)  

 

Therefore, 𝑬(𝑴𝑭)𝟐𝑫 is 1., and 𝑬(𝑴𝑭)𝟐D is 2., iff only iff, L.TIM ⇔  P.IMD. 

Definition: A form ۞ is any given prerequisite for Matter to exist or for matters to 

be differentiated on quantifications of forces or qualifications of masses. Iff ۞𝑴

𝒇
is 

our reality’s of forms, then ۞{𝒎𝒔}

𝑾
 are the material forms of all substance being one. 

C. Thus, our 4th postulate is stated as 1. And our 5th postulate is stated as 2. But 

they are interchangeable by virtue of E(MF)2D being 1. And 2. 

Simultaneously upon superposition’s of form(s) upon matters or Matter on 

matters as forms only. 

  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turned_a
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I. It follows SI.L.T. Incorporates Categorical Types: (Law, Principle, Axiomatic) 

SI.L.T. can only have one Principle and one Law otherwise we would found 

SI.L.T. Inside the problematics of today’s physicians entrapped in theoretical 

burdens. But decidedly we shall always obtain several axiomatic for different 

problematics which are all concordant with our absolute Law of the Included 

Middle and with our Principle of Indiscernibility. Therefore, total comparison 

between axiomatic will be permitted upon our monistic non-dualistic Law and 

also monistic and or non-dualistic Principle; even if together they seemed to be 

dualistic, they are not for L.TIM ≤  P.IMD signify they follow direct continuity 

between principalities of Law and lawful Principle. 

D. 𝑬(𝑴𝑭)𝟐𝑫 is given as an example of possible axiomatic. The choices are 

in reality infinite, but, L.TIM is permitting total and perfect falsifiability 

and is thus coherent with all sciences. Also, iff only iff, is a corrective to iff 

stating P.IMD in coherency of unfalsifiable truth, as correct principles are 

unfalsifiable even for science. Then L.TIM ≤ P.IMD is correct because we 

can always falsify rules or laws, but implications of those rules or laws are 

unfalsifiable in themselves. For to rectify results is to rectify the way you 

get them, not the numbers you get; SI.L.T. as a systematics of Truth. 

We shall propose a solution to Einstein’s famous equation; 𝑬 = 𝒎𝒄𝟐, based on 

SI.L.T. Principally congruence with all of Physics as L.TIM demonstrated with 

certainty the complete equivalence between dualities of the same object or of 

all mathematical objects. This solution is made for an existing Universal Time 

(UT) and will be considered as an equation derived from Einstein’s Law. 

I. Iff ]𝜷; 𝜶]is timed matters by origin extents 

 

II. 𝐔𝐓 =  𝒍𝒊𝒎
𝑺→𝒎{𝒙𝒚𝒛}≠𝒄

(𝑬𝒄𝟐)𝑺≠𝟎
]𝜷;𝜶[≤∞

 

 
A.  Universal Time is the limit of energy timed light speed squared assembled  

for aggregates and coaggregates distances as Matter differentiated into in 

between energies never reaching zero origins from observed light reversed 

localizing matters thereupon as Matter lights differentiate Universal-Time. 
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Iff SI.L.T. is conformingly coherent with our law derived from Einstein’s famous 

equation, then and only then, our law named; Absolute Relativity of Space-Time or 

ARST is a particular law of SI.L.T. Systematics and is equalized and confirmed 

with indubitable rationalistic researches of mankind with the Universe’s numbers 

over Earth’s dimensions and or every plane of existence. 

B. The Absolute Relativity of Space Time signifies one simple fact. The Human 

race is everywhere and nowhere in time, since the Human race exist in matter 

differentiated by all kinds of lights. Therefore, Matter differentiated by all 

‘’types’’ of lights (if you permit this slight permutation), exist everywhere 

but nowhere in (human) time. Because, experiences told us general relativity 

is not accountable for all intelligences, in different times, making relativity 

in itself relative to itself theoretically; hence to become, Absolute Relativity 

of Space Time (ARST). Iff you would accept the primitive mathematical 

analogy of a ‘’squared’’ relativity of Space-Time directionality. 

We shall resume ARST law by a clear simplification upon its implications with 

humankind progress toward its own liberation from physical constraints. First, 

you could produce long distance weaponry with extensions from our implicit 

inference of the existence of all kinds of lights. Second, it would be futile, as to 

create weapons in different ‘’realities’’, being a crime beyond our very rights. 

Clarifications are needed. Such as to be or not to be suicidal would signifies only 

the prerequisites of knowledge over our race to survival in the long run. But, iff 

weapons are made to protect the Earth; and iff they served only the different 

militaries and or industrials complexes, in order to protect the Earth. Then, the 

strongest military industrial complex would be sooner or later alone in victory or 

defeat to produce knowledge by weaponry advances. (By simplifications of our 

syllogistic ‘’jumping’’ conclusion). Thus, mankind’s race to knowledge would 

probably fall into an eternal war of cosmological scales with extraterrestrials, 

intraterrestrials, itself and interdimensional beings which might not be either one of 

these, but all of them simultaneously. War is the faith of the Human race only if 

peace falls into decay and lost of our global civilization to rampant ideologies of 

mediocrity and pride of decadent primates. We know this is not very pleasant to 

face our cynicism of logics dubious to progressists and theoricians of the new world 

order. Facts remain dubious for storytellers and entrapped scientists in their ivory 

towers. But we are not of those liars. Beware the hypocrisy of high places and be 

indulgent with our fears as it is nothing but a warning from SI.L.T strict first Law. 
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Scientists never considered seriously their implication within systemic sciences 

necessary philosophical standpoint. It is our duty to conceal philosophy to a clear 

understanding of physics which should be questioned on the basis of logical and 

substantiated inferences alone. Nevertheless, logics never demonstrated itself within 

the context of latent mathematical coherency of its fundamentals. We shall prove 

incomplete the theorem of incompleteness of Kurt Gödel with our unique Law 

therefore instituted with mathematical formal coherency itself. Doing accordingly 

with the axiomatic of many, and legitimate needs of mathematics, for coherency and 

completeness of logical axiomatic. Only One Logic Suffice. The problem resides in 

set theory and numbers theory axiomatic of complex numbers. Which are to be or 

not included to their own sets. First, we resume the systematics network of our very 

inferences. Second, we proceed in short analysis of Gödel’s doubled theorem of 

incompleteness. Hence, we shall demonstrate, the incoherency of his proof itself. 

L.TIM is converging to complete redefinitions of logics standards iff SI.L.T is true. 

We would warn logics limitations, by the analogy of the French physicist Jean-

Pierre Petit. For iff primates can learn basic sign languages, and humans are 

primates, thus humans might be capable to learn only basic logics languages. 

Jean-Pierre Petit told the story of some high learning abilities of certain groups 

of primates. Then, as if it was some sort of joke, he said; ‘’maybe we are those 

primates for certain groups of extraterrestrials in probabilities ratio converging 

to one’’; JPP pursued, ‘’Maybe they will gather some humans in cages and throw 

them peanuts if they make good enough theorems… you know E.T(s) stuff.’’  

We shall propose, a new model, based on a peculiar singularity of mathematics 

numbers theory. Maybe, it should be only regarded as a curiosity for paradoxes, 

but we still think, this particular ‘’logoi’’ has its own importance regarding Gödel 

incoherent proof regarding numbers theory fundamentals. 

The  Paradox of the Natural Set Complexity is simple when stated in one formula. 

 (𝒊𝒇𝒇 𝟏 ≤  𝑵 𝒂𝒏𝒅 (𝒏; 𝒊)) →  𝒊𝟐𝒏 = (𝟏: 𝑵)  

The implications are systemic, as iff only iff N is complex, then even arithmetic 

should be complete and coherent, because N is a complex set and not a complex. 

Thus, the complex set itself, should be a natural set made out of complexes N. 

We know as mathematicians, that this idea looks absurd at first, but the 

complete paradox of the Natural Set hypercomplexity is non-trivial with all sets. 

Iff 𝑪 ≠  𝒄 by SI.L.T.:L.TIM congruence with the Natural Set enantiodromisms, 

isomorphisms, and homeomorphisms (EIH) iff 𝒄𝒏 are perfect replicas in 𝑪𝒄. range.  
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We suppose proper classes of Zermelo–Fraenkel never applied to the Natural Set 

in reason of our understanding of ℤ𝒏 for higher orders real numbers or 𝑅𝑛 which 

are existing for complexes as non-trivial solutions to L.TIM axiomatic. For example 

we pose the following conjecture for Zermelo–Fraenkel axiomatic: 

I. ℝ𝒏 = 𝐥𝐢𝐦
𝒊 → √−∞

( √𝒊
ℤ𝒏

)
√ℤ𝒏
𝒊

 

A. And thus, we would have as much as Complexes Sets as they fit infinites into 

real numbers infinity, for each or and for the Real Set, which is also infinite; for 

iff we can form an infinity of Complexes Sets, there is also an infinity of Real Sets. 

Therefore, if Gödel’s proof of incompleteness is coherent but not completed, it is 

in fact because of its axiom of choice, which is incoherent because it is completed 

on the basis of discernibility of choice; purposefully being made coherent without 

an infinity of possible mathematical prime sets, for each number valid unitarily. His 

proof should be as precise as a laser cut through diamond, and if our very 

conjectures are mere paradoxes, or bizarre mathematical discordances with 

accepted mathematical discourses. Gödel would not differentiate either SI.L.T. as 

our axiom of choice which proceeds by making every mathematical object a unique 

equality with any tautology implying mathematical objects. For Wittgenstein was 

right in his early period. Singletons exist as mathematical objects alone perceptible. 

Wittgenstein reassembled logical inquiries of its predecessors, and I personally 

deducted my own light from the implicit thought process principled; Wittgenstein 

surfaced without naming it. We shall call this rule of all thoughts, Krimakrisis. 

Definition: Krimakrisis is the art of science as much as logic is the tool of sciences. 

From the Greek reunion of krima and krisis, it supposes the climax of intellect into 

its four phases processes. First, exaltation of language to a point of saturation of 

the mind with concepts and words for articulations of ideas over desires. Second, 

refutation of all ideas and expressed krisis of language identity’s with symbols 

around the thinker in its immediate environment and brain activities. Third, 

affirmation of only one problem always restated differently for hours of work, study 

and confirmations of one idea over all other idealistic or empirical attempts. Fourth, 

refute yourself and affirm in intellect the krima prima of all affirmations refuted 

and reaffirmed with or without proof; iff for example the inquiry itself was a 

preparation for the next. Krimakrisis is stochastic scholasticism as it operates an 

optimal number of operations, just as stochastics, in minimal numbers of symbols 

practiced in scholasticism economy of empty senses. 
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Then and only then, we shall affirm our 6th postulate, with Wittgenstein’s idea of 

singletons as mathematical objects. Nevertheless, Gödel’s ontological proof would 

be considered as a proof of the singleton, being something else than a mere 

mathematical object. Much as Leibniz qualification of the soul’s monadic principle. 

If it is permitted to believe in God, singletons might be true; if nobody is truly able 

to believe in God, then nobody truly believe in mathematical objects. 

II. ۞{𝐦𝐬}

𝐌
⇔ {¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ⋯ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞}]𝛂;𝛃[

𝐖   

B. The becoming of things is related to manifest permanency of change in simple forms 

negated of themselves and reaffirmed by metamorphosis on a metaphysical level or 

beyond our comprehended Physics of the Universe.  All singletons or mathematical 

objects are God being the same and superior and equal, but never equivalent, conscious 

Form’s absolute over all sets. God’s Identity of Forms Formalism Becoming; 𝑮. 𝑰𝑭𝟐𝑩 

Iff ۞{𝐦𝐬}

𝐌
is God’s form in its simplest expression, then all forms are Him, and He is all 

forms. But, iff only iff, {¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ⋯ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞}]𝛂;𝛃[
𝐖  is not 

God whilst God is {¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ⋯ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞ ∋ ¬۞ ∋۞}]𝛂;𝛃[
𝐖  then the 

‘’doctrinaires de la matière’’ are right on one thing. Namely, God is not a physical 

person, neither a human mind, neither an extraterrestrial, neither any matter with mass 

nor simply speaking incorporating space; for limitations of space does not make God. 

(Hegel thoughts the becoming as a continuous process where all links are the universal.) 

We would supply to Physics lack of understanding of forms with our 7th postulate 

by U.IMD as Black Sun’s Principled Locality; for Logical Black Bodies. 

 

◊ ⋃ 𝑮 ǁ
{𝒎𝒔}𝒄𝟐

𝑬
ǁ

⟨t⟩

ℂ⊕(𝒎⊕𝒎′(⊕𝒎𝟎⊕𝒎′∞))⊗𝑺{𝜷;𝜶}

𝑭{𝒂} ≤  𝑴{ℝ}  ≤ 𝑭{𝒂}

 

 

A. Definition of Logical Black Bodies: Any LBB is made upon univocal terms 

such as matter (m) by his formal univocity (M) continuous to continuity of itself 

by one of his property 𝑭{𝒂} to its form’s numerical properties ℂ ⊕ … to the largest 

extent of logical requirements of its form’s fundamentals unitarian union (U). 
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Now and thereof, our claims about God, being itself all forms, whilst all forms can 

never be God is comprehensible; by LBB singularity abstractions of form, one by 

one. Iff only iff, God is not any LBB; therefore formal existences, for one form, are 

not in themselves (Form) of all forms (itself). Thus, all formalisms of mathematical 

objects could be formulated from every existence’s tautology; since God is not a 

form, but all forms are God, and therefore all truths are not God, but God is all truth 

in itself (the Form) applied thereupon differences of formal pure symbolisms (in 

themselves) discernable formulations of singularities singleton formalism (LBB…) 

of mathematical objects. 

B. The Black Sun’s Principled Locality is formally analogous to physics black 

bodies for whom it necessitates equivalent in Logics. For principled philosophical 

and scientific standpoint especially SI.L.T, will never progress into quantification 

hence calculus, without the use of some kind of simplifications for its operations. 

In fact, we shall propose readable hieroglyphics; iff LBB is always inclusive of 

every singleton of mathematical objects.  

For God’s Providence should never be ignored by the ‘’doctrinaires de la matière’’. 

We necessitate congruency of a Logics Calculus, other than tables of truth, which 

are inoperant. Tables of truth are inoperant, as we stated first, by SI.L Tabula-Rasa. 

Our task is to formalize Calculus of Logics and or Logics into Calculus. ‘’La Langue 

Caractéristique’’ so precious to Leibniz and ourselves shall be finally at hand for 

humankind. We vow our minds to the greatest of all logicians, Gottfried Leibniz, 

for his very ideal was the idea of God himself. My intuition is my sword with God 

and my buckler is Truth’s ‘‘Aequo-Indomitus’’.      

           JRT 
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